ASSP SOUND (P. 1) AND LIGHTING (P. 2) SYSTEM SPECS.

Small System: $50

(Typically utilized for playing music for the purpose of ambiance, background, and party music. It is also used for any speaking from one speaker.)

The following is included with the Small System:

- 1 Speaker
- 1 Microphone and Stand
- 1-2 Music Stands
- 1 iPod hookup
- As many DI Boxes, Power strips, XLR, ¼ in., Power, and Extension cables as needed

Medium System: $100

(Typically utilized for playing music with the purpose of filling the space with sound at a party or event. It is also used for events involving small – medium sized bands as well as speaking panels.)

The following is included with the Medium System:

- 1 Sound Board
- 2 Speakers and 1 Stage Monitor
- 2-4 Microphones and Stands
- 3-4 Music Stands
- 2-3 iPod Hookups
- As many DI Boxes, Power strips, XLR, ¼ in., Power, and Extension cables as needed

Large System: $150

(Typically used for large scale events that involve any size bands. It is also used for all dances and any other unique events that need all of the available microphones and speakers.)

The following is included with the Large System:

- 1 Sound Board
- 1 Snake
- 1-2 Subwoofers
- 3-4 Speakers and 1-2 Stage Monitors
- 5-7 Microphones and Stands
- 5-6 Music Stands
- 4-5 iPod Hookups
- As many DI Boxes, Power strips, XLR, ¼ in., Power, and Extension cables as needed

Please contact the Media Equipment Coordinator at assp-media@spu.edu with any questions you may have regarding ASSP’s sound systems.
*Systems Bronze – Platinum are designed to be “Show Lights” on-stage facing the audience creating a light show for an event. These systems are used for all dances and band/talent related events that would like lighting and light effects in order to create a “live show” effect or to simply add additional varieties of light and color to a stage or performance space.

*Systems Pearl - Diamond are designed to be “Stage Lights” off-stage facing the stage in order to light a stage. These systems are used for all events that would like a stage or performance space illuminated.

*All lighting instruments are LED fixtures manufactured by Blizzard or Chauvet.

**Bronze System: $50**
- 1 4Part RGB Light Tree - Select one additional Light Show Effect

**Silver System: $75**
- 1 4Part RGB Light Tree - Select two additional Light Show Effects

**Gold System: $100**
- 1 4Part RGB Light Tree - Select three additional Light Show Effects

**Platinum System: $125**
- 1 4Part RGB Light Tree - You receive all four Light Show Effects!

**Light Show Effects:**
1. 2 Hot Boxes  
2. 2 Snowballs  
3. 1 Pixel Blinder  
4. 1 Laser

**Pearl System: $30**
- 1 8Part RGBW Light Tree

**Sapphire System: $50**
- 2 8Part RGBW Light Trees

**Emerald System: $80**
- 2 8Part RGBW Light Trees and 1 Spot Light

**Diamond System: $100**
- 2 8Part RGBW Light Trees and 2 Spot Lights

Please contact the Media Equipment Coordinator at assp-media@spu.edu with any questions you may have about lighting your event or about any of the lighting instruments listed above